
MISSION
To offer our clients in the transportation and architectural sectors 
expert conception and design services for structural panel and 
composite floor coverings. To offer the most complete and durable 
integrated flooring system on the market, while also distinguishing 
ourselves through our aesthetic offering. To support our clients 
and ensure the quality of our products by offering expert client 
service throughout the client’s project development process.

DURABLE   /   RESISTANT   /   ADAPTABLE 

STAIR COVERINGS EMERGENCY  
DEPLOYABLE STEPS

 ABRASTOPTM  FOAM 
Heating floor 

INTERSTATION FOOTPATHS

OPTIONS

FLOORING 
SYSTEMS 

SPECIAL PRODUCTS

 ABRASTOPTM 

Floor covering

AbrastopTM 
GRANITE

ABRASTOPTM FOAM 
Structural flooring
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MISSION
To offer our clients in the transportation sector ergonomic seating 
solutions that are the best adapted to specific needs, and which result 
in the most comfortable and robust work stations on the market. To 
support our clients and to ensure the quality of our products by 
offering expert client service both before and after sales.

COMFORTABLE / ROBUST / ADAPTABLE

Ideal for train cabs (a bus version is in development).
To meet European standards for public transportation with regard 
to comfort, safety, and durability.

3000 SERIES
Seats for train cabs with 
limited space, or where 

visibility is limited.

RETRACTABLE and 
FOLDABLE SEATS

Designed to maximize space in the cabin, 
and to be used as a third seat in trains.

4000 SERIES
Robust modular seats, 

ideal for train and  
metro cabs.

ERGONOMIC 
SEATING 

5000 SERIES
Specially designed for urban 

bus drivers.  
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